Local Roots National Reach

Employers Health supports employers with resources, tools and expertise that help them deliver high quality, affordable health benefits. What started 35 years ago as a collaboration of local employers, has grown to hundreds of employers across 34 states delivering benefits to more than one million individuals.
IN 2019, EMPLOYERS HEALTH GREW BY ADDING 27 NEW CLIENTS AND NEARLY $200 MILLION IN NEW PHARMACY SPEND TO ITS BEST-IN-CLASS GROUP PURCHASING PROGRAMS FOR PHARMACY BENEFITS WITH CVS, OPTUMRX AND ENVISIONRX. IN A SUPPLY CHAIN DRIVEN BY VOLUME AND CONSOLIDATION, THIS GROWTH IS VITAL FOR OUR COLLECTIVE TO MAINTAIN LEVERAGE WITH PBM VENDORS.

225+ PLAN SPONSORS INCLUDING

$1.4B ANNUAL DRUG SPEND

27+ SCHOOL DISTRICTS, UNIVERSITIES, AND DIOCESES

1M+ COVERED LIVES

LEARN MORE AT EMPLOYERSHEALTHCO.COM